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We present a model-independent amplitude analysis of the reaction K+n
~
~K++ p at 5.98 GeV/c

using Saclay data obtained with a transversely polarized deuteron target at the CERN Proton Synchrot-
ron. The analysis makes use of the data in two sets of binnings to examine the dependence of amplitudes
on momentum transfer t [ —t 1.0 (GeV/c)~] in the E mass region, and their dependence on 1t+rr
invariant mass below 1000 MeV for momentum transfers —t =0.2—0.4 (GeV/c) . The analysis is per-
formed in both t-channel and s-channel helicity frames of the dimeson state. The data yield two solu-
tions for 8 moduli and 6 cosines of relative phases of nucleon transversity amplitudes with dimeson spins
J=O {Swave) and J= 1 (P wave). The two solutions differ mainly in the contributions of the S wave.
Both solutions require nonzero nucleon helicity-flip amplitudes. The differences in the moduli of the am-
plitudes with a recoil nucleon transversity "up" and "down" reveal the essential role of nucleon spin in
the pion production process. The P-wave moduli show unexpected structures within the K*0mass range
which provide new information on K production. The mass dependence of solution 2 suggests the
possible existence of a scalar state I=

2
0+ (887) with a width of about 20 MeV. We comment on its

possible constituent structure. Our results emphasize the need for a systematic study of pion production
on the level of amplitudes in a new generation of dedicated experiments with spin at the recently pro-
posed advanced hadron facilities.

PACS number(s): 13.88.+e, 13.75.Jz, 14.40.Ev

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-body scattering experiments with definite initial
or final spin states of interacting hadrons provide com-
plete sets of observables which enable construction of the
scattering amplitudes directly from experimental data.
Such a model-independent determination of amplitudes is
known as amplitude analysis.

Measurements of three-body final states produced in
meson-nucleon scattering on polarized targets yield in a
single experiment enough observables that almost com-
plete amplitude analysis can be performed in the kine-
matic region with dimeson masses below 1000 MeV. The
results enable us to study the resonance production on
the level of production amplitudes, the dependence of ex-

change amplitudes with definite dimeson and nucleon

spin states on the dimeson mass, and the contributions
from unnatural exchange amplitudes with t-channel

quantum numbers not exchanged in simple meson-
nucleon two-body scattering.

The first measurement of the reaction X n
&
~K+m p

on transversely polarized quasifree neutrons was carried
out by Saclay group at the CERN Proton Synchrotron
(PS) using the CERN polarized deuteron target. The ex-
perimental apparatus [1,2] was designed primarily for the
measurement of polarization in E+nt ~Kop [1—6] but

the data acquisition was triggered also on several other
channels with incident pions and kaons at p&,b =5.98 and
11.85 GeV/c: m. pt ~rr p and E+pt ~K+p [7],

and

0. 1 t 1.0 (Ge—V/c) with trt =842—942 MeV

812(m (972 MeV with —t =0.2 —0.4 (GeV/c)

(1.2

provide information about the t dependence of pion pro-
duction in the E mass region and about its dependence
on the dimeson mass m in the interval of —t with the
highest statistics. The third set of binnings covers the en-
tire kinematic region accessible by the experiment. The
data analyses were performed independently in both s-
and t-channel dimeson helicity frames of reference.

rr+n "~rr p [8], rr+nt ~rr+rr p [9—12]
K+n t ~E+rr p [9,11,13,14].

The data for K+n& ~K+m. p cover the kinematic re-
gion of the four-momentum transfer squared—t =0.1 —1.0 (GeV/c ) and of the E+rr invariant mass
m =812-972 MeV. The data analysis was published in
Ref. [14]. It used 12 000 events at 5.98 GeV/c and 2000
events at 11.85 GeV/c. In each (trt, t) bin the experiment
yields average values of 14 spin-density-matrix (SDM)
elements describing the coherent production of E+m
states with dimeson spins J=O (S wave) and J=1 (P
wave). Three sets of (trt, t) binnings were used at
p~,|,=5.98 GeV/c. The first two sets
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II. BASIC FGRMAI. ISM

The formalism describing the kinematics, observables,
amplitudes and relations between observables and ampli-
tudes in the case of J=0 and J=1 dimeson production
in reactions mN~m. m.N and KN ~EON was presented in
detail in Refs. [14,22,25]. Extensions for J~ 2 were also
studied [25,26]. Here we only outline some aspects of the
formalism to set our notation for the presentation and
discussion of our results.

Experiments on a transversely polarized target mea-
sure the following spin-density-matrix (SDM) elements
for dimeson masses below 1000 MeV:

pss +poo+ 2p11& p1 —1& poo pl 1

Rep, o, Rep&„Repo, ,

S4+$4+2pii pi —i S'00 pi»
Rep",0 Rep&'„Rep~, ,

Imp, „ Imp, o, ™p

(2.1a}

(2.1b)

(2.1c)

The SDM elements in (2.1a) are also measured in ex-
periments on unpolarized targets. The observables in
(2.1b) and (2.1c) are determined by the transverse com-

The measured polarized SDM elements enable a
model-independent amplitude analysis which provides
moduli of the production amplitudes and cosines of cer-
tain relative phases between the amplitudes. Various as-
pects of the amplitude analysis of the reaction
m+n

&
~sr+a p were published [15—22] including details

of the formalism and the method of amplitude analysis
[22]. In this paper we present the results of the ampli-
tude analysis of K+n& ~K+mpa. t 5.98 GeV/c in the
(m, t) binnings (1.1) and (1.2). This amplitude analysis
provides the first model-independent separation of the S-
wave and P-wave contributions to the pion production in
this reaction on the level of amplitudes as well as the sep-
aration of partial-wave intensities and polarizations. The
analysis looks at both the t dependence in the E* mass
range and the dimeson mass dependence for

t =0.—2 —0.4 (GeV/c) of all these quantities. To facili-
tate model building with the necessary data we perform
the analysis in both s-channel and t-channel dimeson heli-
city frames of reference. Our results bring entirely new
information on pion production in the reaction
E+n~~E+m. p and contribute to the study of hadron
dynamics at intermediate energies.

Preliminary results [15] and numerical tables with final
results [23] appeared earlier elsewhere. We have used the
results of the amplitude analysis to test the additive
quark model on the level of amplitudes [24] and
confirmed its validity. The third set of binnings was used
to study the evolution of t dependence of bounds on the
moduli squared of 8 amplitudes describing the K+~
production [21].

The paper is organized in four sections. In Sec. II we
summarize the necessary formalism to introduce our no-
tation. In Sec. III we present our results and discussion.
Section IV closes the paper with a summary.

ponent of target polarization perpendicular and parallel
to the scattering plane of KN~(Kn)N. , respectively. In
the Saclay experiment the polarization component in the
scattering plane (perpendicular to incident momentum)
was small and the SDM elements (2.1c) were thus mea-
sured with a lesser precision than the SDM elements in
(2.1b).

The E+~ system is not produced, in general, in the
state of definite spin, helicity, and parity. The reaction
K+n ~K ~ p is described by pion production ampli-
tudes Hi„z oi„„(s,t, m, 8,$) where A, and k„are the helici-
ties of the proton and neutron, respectively. The pion
production amplitudes can be expressed in terms of pion
production amplitudes corresponding to definite dimeson
spin J using an angular expansion

p
—]+ p+]+

2 2

P
—]+ 1

—]+
2 2

Ho+, o+ =So~0

Ho+ o =S),0

1
Ho+, 0+ LO~

Ho+ o =L)1

No+ Uo
H 21+,0+

Ni+Ui
v'2

1Hei+, o—=

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

At large s, the amplitudes No and N, are both dominated
by natural "A

2
—p" exchange. The amplitudes

S„,L„,U„,n =0, 1 are dominated by unnatural ex-
changes: "A

&

—Z" for n =0 and "m —B" for n =1. The
index n =

~A,„—A~ ~
=0, 1 is nucleon helicity fiip. The

"Z" and "B"exchange quantum numbers correspond to
isovectors with J =2 and 1+,respectively.

The data on the transversely polarized target are best
analyzed in terms of nucleon transversity amplitudes
(NTA's) [14,22,25]. In our kinematic region we work
with two S-wave and six P-wave NTA's of definite na-
turality defined as [14,22,25]

S=(SO+iS, }/2', S=(SO iS, )/2'—

L =(Lo+iLi )/2', L =(Lo iLi )/2'~—
U=( Uii+i Ui )/2', U=( Uo i U, )/2'—
N=(N0 iN) )/2', N—=(N0+iN, )/2'

(2.4)

The amplitudes S,L, U, N and S,L, U, N correspond to
recoil nucleon transversity "down and "up," respectively.
The S-wave amplitudes S,S and P-wave amplitudes L,L
have dimeson helicity A, =O. The pairs of amplitudes U, U

oo +J
Hi Og

= g g (2J+1)
J=o A, = —J

XHU Oi, (s, t, m)dzo(8)e' ~, (2.2)
p' n

where J is the spin and A, is the helicity of the E+m.
dimeson system. The "partial wave" amplitudes H&& o&p' n

can be expressed in terms of nucleon helicity amplitudes
with definite t-channel-exchange naturality. In the case
when the E+m. system is produced in th S- and P-wave
states we have
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In the Saclay experiment the cross section was not mea-
sured. Consequently, we will work with normalized am-
plitudes corresponding to

X=d o Idm dt—:1 . (2.6)

The determination of moduli squared of NTA (2.4) in

our amplitude analysis allows us to construct partial-
wave cross sections o ( A ) and partial-wave polarizations
r( A ) defined for amplitudes A =S,L, U, N as

~(A)= IAol'+ I A) I'=
I
A I'+

I
A I',

r(A)=2~1m(AoA, ')=IAI' —
I
A I',

(2.7)

where a=+1 for A =S,I., U and e= —1 for A =N. In
our normalization the reaction cross section is

X= r(cS)+ (cLr)+ r(cU)+ r(cX)=1 .

Before we present and discuss our results, we shall note
several relations between the moduli of nucleon transver-
sity amplitudes I

A I and I
A I, and the moduli of nucleon

helicity amplitudes I Aol and I A, I
which will be useful

for their physical interpretation.
From (2.4) we obtain

2I AI'=
I
Aol'+

I
A ) I'+2~1 Aoll A &»«4o —

4i&
(2.9)

21 A I'=
I
Aol'+

I Ai ' —2~1 Aoll Ail»«4o —4i)

where e=+ I for A =S,L, U and e= —1 for A =N
and P, are phases of helicity amplitudes A o and A „re-
spectively. It follows from (2.9) that when

I
A I&I A

I
then I Aol&0, I A, I%0, and Po

—$,%0 .

(2.10)

In particular, when one of the moduli of transversity am-

plitudes A and A is zero or small, the modulus of the am-

plitude with opposite transversity attains its maximum or
near maximum value. When

IAI=IA
I

then either IAol or IA&I=O

(but not both), or Po
—

P& =0 . (2.11)

Note that
I Ao I

=
I A, I

=0 only when
I
A

I

=
I
A I

=0. The
partial-wave polarization defined in (2.7),

r( A &=
I A I' —

I
A I'=2~

I
A o I I

A ) l»n(+o —P) &,

and N, N are combinations of nucleon helicity amplitudes
with dimeson helicities A. =+1 and have opposite t-
channel-exchange naturality. While the amplitudes
S,S,I.,I. and U, U are nucleon transversity flip ampli-
tudes, the amplitudes N, N are nucleon transversity
nonflip.

In our normalization, the integrated cross section
X=d o. /dm dt is given by

r= y Is„l'+IL„I'+IU„I'+le„l'
n =0, 1

= Isl'+ Is I'+ IL I'+ IL I'+
I
UI'+

I
UI'+ lel'+ i+I' .

(2.5)

I
A I or

I
A

I
=0 then

I
A (2.13)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The amplitude analysis of the reaction K+n
&

~E+m p was done using the same method we used for
the analysis of reaction m. +n

&
~~++ p and described in

Ref. [22].
The SDM elements (2.1) were measured at 5.98 and

11.85 GeV/c but, because of low statistics at 11.85
GeV/c, we have performed the amplitude analysis only at
5.98 GeV/c. The analysis was carried out for the two
sets of binnings (1.1) and (1.2) with 7 t bins in (1.1) and 8

mass bins in (1.2). In each case the analysis was per-
formed in both s- and t-channel helicity frame for the
dimeson system.

The SDM elements (2.1a) and (2.1b) organize them-
selves into two independent groups corresponding to
their sum and difference [22]. The first group (sum) in-

volves the following moduli of normalized NTA and
cosines of relative phases:

Isl', IL I', IUI', lxl',
cos(ysL ), cos(ysU), cos(ylU) .

(3.1)

The second group (differences) involves amplitudes of op-
posite transversity:

cos( ypl ), cos( y sU ),cos( yL U )

(3.2)

In each (m, t) bin our analysis yields two solutions for
amplitudes (3.1) and (3.2). One of the solutions provides
P-wave moduli which are always larger than the moduli
in the second solution. We label the larger and smaller
solutions as solution 1 and solution 2, respectively. In
some (m, t) bins we obtain two complex conjugate solu-
tions. In such a case we accept their real part as an ap-
proximate double solution which we label solution 0.

In the following figures the results for solution 1 and 2
are represented by the symbols $ and ) respectively.
Solution 0 is represented by symbol 0 without error bars.
The errors on Solution 0 are comparable to nearby real
solutions. The figures for cosines do not show some re-
sults with unphysical values.

The solutions for amplitudes in (3.1) and (3.2) a«en-
tirely independent. We can denote the two solutions for
normalized NTA's as A(i) and A(j) with i =1,2 and

j =1,2. Because the moduli in (3.1) and (3.2) are in-

dependent, there is a fourfold ambiguity in the partial-
wave cross sections and polarizations. Using the indices i
and j to label the four solutions, we get

determines the sign of relative phase Po
—P, . A crossover

of moduli I A
I

and
I
A

I
of transversity amplitudes gives

rise to a change of sign in ~ and in the relative phase of
the corresponding helicity amplitudes. The ambiguity in
(2.11) cannot be resolved when the polarization r has a
zero without change of sign (a double zero). It is also
possible to show [22] that when
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tr( ~)—= tr ~ {i,j)=
I
~ {i)I'+

I
~ {j)I',

(3.4)

where X is the reaction cross section.
5.98 GeVIc t CHANNEL

t I
'

I I I

0.4 —II2

m ~842-942

SI2

02—
Il

o 3'y, .~ ' - =~q. e. 0

4.2—

0.4—
ILts

0 " 0
0 i

ILI2

0.4 — IUI IUI2

r(&)=r—„(i,j)=l ~{/)I'
I

—~{j}l' .

There are four solutions for the unnormalized partial-
wave cross sections

I~{ij )=o „(ij)x,

A. t Dependence of solutions in the mass
region of K resonance

s CHANNEL m ~842-942
t I I I I I l

I ISI2
I
I

II
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Our results for the moduli of normalized nucleon
transversity amplitudes and the cosines of the relative
phases in the kinematic region 0. 1~ Itl ~1.0 {GeV/c)
and averaged over the dimeson mass interval 842
&I 942 MeV are shown in Fig. 1. The 6gure shows
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FIG. 1. The t dependence of moduli squared of normalized nucleon transversity amplitudes and cosines of their relative phases for

dimeson masses in the K* mass region m =842 —942 MeV at a K+ incident momentum of 5.98 GeV/c. The figure shows results in
dimeson t- and s-channel helicity frames. The symbols j, $ and 0 denote solution 1, solution 2 and solution 0 {real part of complex
solution), respectively.
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the results for both t- and s-channel helicity frames of the
dimeson state.

First we notice that the two solutions for P-wave
moduli are very close and show the same structures as a
function of t. The largest differences are in the S wave
where solution 2 for ~S~ and ~S~ is comparable in mag-
nitude to P-wave moduli but solution 1 is small and con-
sistent with zero for ~S~ . The amplitudes ~S~, ~S~,
(N(, (N~ are helicity frame invariant. The comparison
of these moduli in the t and s channels shows essentially
the same behavior. This result is an important self-
consistency test of our amplitude analysis.

Next we observe that the pion production is dominated
by the amplitudes with recoil nucleon spin "up". In par-
ticular, the pion production is dominated by the ampli-
tude ~L~ for t ~—0.4 (GeVc) and by ~N~ for —t ~0.4
(GeV/c ) . Similar behavior was observed in the reaction
~+n& ~~ m p in the same kinematic region of —t with
masses in the p mass region [22]. It is not obvious why
both pion creation processes proceed predominantly with
recoil nucleon spin "up" in the resonance region, and
why both processes are dominated by nucleon transversi-

ty fiip amplitude ~L
~

(with A, =O) for —t ~0.4 (GeV/c)
and nucleon transversity nonflip amplitude ~N~ (with
1,=+1) for t—~0.4 (GeV/c) .

The cosines of relative phases show several interesting
features. Solution 2 for cosyLU and cosy'zU indicates
that the pairs of amplitudes L, U and L, U are 180' out of
phase in the t channel but are nearly 0' in phase in the s
channel. Solution 1 also shows a sign-inversed behavior.
We note that cosy' and cosy' in the t channel resem-
ble cosyzU and cosy&U in the s channel. Similarly,
cosyzU and cosyzU in the t channel resemble sign-
inversed cosy5L and cosy' in the s channel. In both s
and t channels, cosy' =0 and cosy+U =0 near t = —0.5
(GeV/c} . This behavior is not seen in easy&I and
cospsU'

Figure 2 shows the partial-wave polarizations 7„(1,2)
and ~„(2,1), also in both t an-d s-channel helicity frames.
The solutions ~„(1,1) and 7„(2,2}are within the bounds
of r„(1,2) and ~„(2,1) and show a similar behavior.

We notice the ~s(1,2) is mostly negative while rs (2, 1)
is positive. This implies that rs(1, 2) and ~s(2, 1) are
dominated by recoil transversity "up" and "down" am-
plitudes ~S ~

and ~S ~, respectively. Next we notice a

~ 2

t channel m =842-942 MeV
l I I I 1 I I I I 1

+ sol.(1,2)
Sol.(2,1)

o Spl. O

s channel
.6 1 I

IS[' - ISI'

m = 842 - 942 MeV

+ Sol.(f,2)
~ Sol.{2,1)

Sol. 0

-.2—
I I I I I I
I I I I I I

I I I I I
I I I I I

-.2

-.2—

4 L C
0

-2—

.2

I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I

-4

.2 IU['- IUI'

-2

.2
I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I

-2 JL

G
4 1

-4

I I I I I I 1 I I I I

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
-t [( GeV/c)~ l

-4

-.6 I

0 .2 ~4 .6 .8 1.0
-t [( GeV/c)2 ]

FIG. 2. The t dependence of partial-wave recoil nucleon polarizations v. in the E* mass region m =842 —942 MeV at an incident
K momentum of 5.98 GeV/c in the dimeson t- and s-channel helicity frames. Symbols as in Fig. 1.
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20.
5.98 GeV/c m = 842 - 942
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OI
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12. —

10. —

8. -

6. -

4

2. -

.2 .4 .6
I

.8

pronounced dip in rz at t =0.25 (GeV/—c) . The gen-
erally negative values of rL for —t ~0.8 (GeV/c) corre-
spond to the dominance of the ~L ~

amplitude. The po-
larization ~U is generally negative but has smaller magni-
tudes than ~L at smaller —t. The large difference in the
moduli

~
A ( and ( A

~
for A =S,L, U is evidence for the

large and nontrivial contribution from the nucleon
helicity-non Qip amplitudes which are dominated by
"A

&

—Z" exchange. These contributions depend on the
dimeson spin and helicity. The difference between 7g, ~L,
and rU in the reaction E+nt ~E+n. p (Fig. 2) and in
the reaction n+n

&
—+m+m p (Fig. 3 of Ref. [22]) indicate

clear evidence for the "Z"-exchange contribution in
K+n ~K+~ p with quantum numbers I=1,J =2 . Only "A&" exchange contributes to
helicity-nonflip amplitudes in the reaction
n-+n ~m-+m- p.

A pronounced feature of rN is its large negative value
at —t =0.45 (GeV/c) for all solutions. This behavior
contrasts with ~~ in m. +n&~~+m. p which shows a
linear decrease for —t ~0.3 (GeV/c) and is zero at

t =0.45 (GeV/c ) (see Fi—g. 3 in Ref. [22]). Both ampli-
tudes ~N~ and ~N~ are dominated by Az exchange in
m. +n ~m. +vr p and by A z

—p exchange in
K+n

~
~K+n. p. The remarkable differences at t =0.45

(GeV/c) in both reactions are due to p-exchange contri-
bution in K+n ~K+m p.

-t [( Ge Y/c )~ ]

FIG. 3. Approximate results for t dependence of the unpolar-
ized cross section of K+n~K+m. p at 5.98 GeV/c. The units
are arbitrary.

It is of interest to construct also the unnormalized am-
plitudes (A ~

X and ~A ~
X and unnormalized partial-

wave cross sections Iz =o.&X. In Fig. 3 we present our
estimate of the acceptance corrected reaction cross sec-
tion d o. /dm dt which we use for X.

Figure 4 shows the unnormalized moduli squared in
the t-channel helicity frame. A notable feature is the
similarity of P-wave moduli both in structure and magni-
tude, and considerable difference between solutions 1 and
2 for both S-wave moduli. Next we notice that the real
parts of the complex solutions fit smoothly into the be-
havior of P-wave moduli. This suggests that the dip in
solution 2 for ~S

~
X at t =—0.35 (GeV/c) is a real effect.

The amplitude ~L~ X shows a clear dip at t =0—.25
(GeV/c ) while ~L ~

X has a smooth behavior and clearly
dominates the pion production at small —t & 0.3
(GeV/c) . The amplitude ~U~ X peaks at t=0—.25
(GeV/c) indicating a strong contribution from the nu-
cleon helicity-fiip amplitude U&. In contrast, the ampli-
tude

~
U~ X is smaller and without evident structures.

A remarkable feature of natural exchange transversity
nonflip amplitudes ~N~ X and ~N~ X is their behavior at

t=0.45 (G—eV/c) where ~N~ X is small or vanishes
while ~N~ X clearly peaks. In terms of nucleon helicity
amplitudes, this behavior corresponds to ~NO ~

= ~N, ~
and

the sin(Pz —Pz ) =1 at this value of t [Eq. (2.13)]. This

value of t is also special in the reaction ~+n~a ~ p.
There the amplitudes ~N~ X and ~N~ X show a crossover
implying that either ~No~ or ~N, ~

vanishes, or that
sin(Pz Pz )=0—at t =0—.45 (GeV/c) .

0 1

In Fig. 5 we show unnormalized partial-eave cross sec-
tions. The two presented solutions Iz(1, 1) and Iz(2, 2),
A =S,I., U, N are extreme values within which are the
two additional solutions I„(1,2) and I„(2,1). Even
when only one of the amplitudes

~
A

~
or

~
A

~
has a com-

plex solution, we label the corresponding value of Iz with
the complex solution symbol O, and take it accordingly
as a part of I„(1,1) or I„(2,2). We note that these
"complex solutions" still fit very smoothly into the be-
havior of P-wave cross sections. This suggests that real
solutions at these values of t would not be far off also for
the S-wave cross section I&.

The S-wave cross section Is(1, 1) is relatively small and
rather flat. In contrast, Is(2, 2) is a large contribution to
X and it may have a dip at —t =0.35 (GeV/c)~ due to
the dip in ~S

~
X. Such a large difference between the two

solutions for Iz is not seen in ~+n ~~++ p at the same
energy in p mass region (Fig. 4 in Ref. [22]) where
Is(2, 2) is comparable to Is(1, 1) and is also showing a
rather Hat shape.

The P-wave cross section II is the largest contribution
to X at small —t. It decreases monotonically with t and
is hiding the dip in ~L~ X at —t=0.25 (GeV/c) . In
both solutions its slope is signaller than the steep slope of
IL in the reaction m+n~m+np(Ref. [22.]) which is
dominated by pion exchange for —t 5 0.3 (GeV/c ) .

The cross sections IU and Iz measure the contribu-
tions with dimeson helicities A, =+1. Their notable
feature is a turnover with a peak at —t=0.25 —0.35
(GeV/c) for IU and broader peak at t=0.45 —0.5—5
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FIG. 4. The t dependence of moduli squared of unnormalized nucleon transversity amplitudes for dimeson masses m =842-942
MeV in the t-channel helicity frame at K incident momentum of 5.98 GeV/c. Symbols as in Fig. 1. The units as in Fig. 3.

(GeV/c ) for Itv. This behavior of the unnatural-

exchange cross section IU differs from that of IU in the
reaction n+n ~~+a . p (Fig. 4 in Ref. [22]) which sharp-

ly peaks at t =0.15 (GeV/c) —and is relatively small for
t ~0.3 (Ge—V/c) . The natural exchange cross sections

Iz are similar in both reactions. In particular, they both
peak near —t =0.45 (GeV/c) .

We may also compare our results for the P-wave cross
sections IL, IU and I~ with the model-dependent results

obtained in measurements of E+n ~E+a p on an un-

polarized target at 6 GeV/c at the Argonne Zero Gra-
dient Synchrotron (Ref. [27], Figs. 32, 33, and 35). The
Argonne analysis treats the S-wave contribution as a
small background in our range of t. There is a qualitative
agreement in the shape and slope of the A, =O cross sec-
tions IL but a marked disagreement between the ~A.

~

=1
cross sections IU and I~. In the Argonne analysis these
cross sections are structureless and slowly decrease with
t. In contrast, our analysis yields IU and IN which make
a larger contribution to the reaction cross section X (up

to a factor of 5 in the case of IN at its peak value). In ad-

dition, the cross sections IU and Iz show clear peaks at
t =0.25 —0.35 (GeV/c )— and —t =0.45 —0.55

(GeV/c ), respectively. These structures were not seen in

the Argonne analysis.

B. The mass dependence of solutions
for t =0.2 —0.4 (G—eV/c )

The mass dependence of moduli of normalized nucleon
tranversity amplitudes and cosines of relative phases in
the mass interval m =812-972 MeV and in the single t
bin t=0.2—0.4 (G—eV/c) is shown in Fig. 6. Again,
we present the results of independent analyses in the t-
and s-channel helicity frames of the dimeson state.

In both channels the two solutions for P-wave moduli
are similar while solution 2 for ~S~ and ~S~ is substan-
tially larger than solution 1. We note that the real solu-
tions cluster around E* resonance in the mass interval
m =872—932 MeV where the statistics is highest. The
amplitudes ~S~, ~S~, ~N~ and ~N~ are helicity frame in-
variant. A comparison of our results in the two channels
confirms this expectation and provides also a useful self-
consistency test of our amplitude analysis.

In the t-channel, the modulus ~L~ peaks at m =897
MeV while ~L ~ dips (solution 1) or is close to zero (solu-
tion 2). In the s channel such behavior is exhibited by the
moduli

~
U

~
and

~
U

~
. The suppression of these ampli-

tudes with recoil nucleon spin "up" at the resonant mass
implies that ~Lo ~

= ~L, ~
and

~ Uo ~

=
~ U, ~

in the t and s
channel, respectively. For a comparison we note that in
the reaction ~+ n ~~ ~ p at the same energy, the am-
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plitudes IL I' and IL I
also peak and dip, respectively, at

the resonance mass in the t channel, but IL I2= IL I2. A
similar conclusion is true for I UI and

I UI in the s chan-
nel (Ref. [22], Figs. 5 and 12).

The calculated cosines of relative phases are helicity
frame dependent. Looking 6rst at cosyL U and cosyL U we
note that the results in the t-and s-channel helicity frames
are similar but sign reversed. There seem to be also a
considerable difference between solutions 1 and 2. Near
resonant mass, solution 2 indicates that the pairs of am-
plitudes L, U and L, U are 180' out of phase in the t chan-
nel but are in phase in the s channel. Such behavior is
also found for cosyL U and cosy L U in the reaction
~+n ~m+m p at the same energy-momentum transfer
(Ref. [22]). We also notice that cosysi and cosysL in the
t channel are similar to cosy&U and cosy&U in the s chan-
nel. As well, cosyzU and cosyzU in the t channel are
similar to —cosy' and —cosy&L in the s-channel in this
kinematic region.

In Fig. 7 we show the mass dependence of the partial-
wave polarizations r„(1,2) and r„(2,1), A =S,L, U, N in
the t- and s-channel helicity frames. The solutions
r„(1,1}and r„(2,2} show a similar behavior within the
bounds of r„(1,2) and r„(2,1). While the two presented

FIG. 5. The t dependence of unnormalized partial-wave cross
sections for m =842-942 MeV at K+ incident momentum of
5.98 GeV/c in the dimeson t-channel helicity frame. The units

are arbitrary as in Fig. 3.

solutions are similar for the P-wave polarizations they are
markedly dissimilar for ~& in the mass range of the E'
resonance. The large values of ~&, rL and v.z in the t
channel, in particular in the resonance mass range, indi-
cate nontrivial contributions from nucleon helicity-
nonflip amplitudes. The results for ~z and ~L again indi-
cate the presence of "A& —Z" exchange contribution.
The polarizations, vz and ~L have a different behavior in
m+n ~m+n p reaction (Ref. [22], Fig. 9}where they are
due to the interference of simpler "A&" and "~" ex-
change nucleon helicity amplitudes. However, it is re-
markable that the polarization ~U is small in both reac-
tions in the same range of t. In the s channel, the roles of
71 and ~U are approximately reversed. The change of
sign in rs r~ 1L (t channel) and rU (s channel} in the
resonance mass region implies a change of sign of the rel-
ative phases of the corresponding relative phases in the
pairs of nucleon helicity amplitudes, as is seen from Eq.
(2.12).

It is of interest to present also the unnormalized ampli-
tudes I

A
I

X and
I
A

I
X and the unnormalized partial-

wave cross sections I~ =o „X. In these calculations we
used for X our estimate of the acceptance corrected reac-
tion cross section d o!dm dt given in Ref. [14] [Fig.
3(b)].

In Fig. 8 we show our results for the unnormalized am-
plitudes in the t channel. We see again that the S-wave
amplitudes

I
S I

X and
I
S

I
X are small in solution 1 but

large in the solution 2 in the E* mass range. The P-
wave amplitude ILI X peaks at 897 MeV while ILI X
dips at this mass in both solutions. In solution 1, the am-
plitudes I UI X and I UI X both peak at 887 MeV but the
peak in

I UI X has a width which is narrower than the
widths of peaks in I UI X and IL I

X. In solution 2, the
amplitude I

U
I

X is small while
I
U

I
X shows a broad

structure. The amplitudes INI X and INI X show some
negative values, in particular in solution 2. We note that
these negative values occur at one or two masses where
the solutions for the moduli of S-wave amplitudes are
also negative.

Figure 9 shows our results for unnormalized partial-
wave cross sections in the t channel. The solution com-
bination (1,1) yields an S-wave cross section Is(1, 1)
which has negative values in the K* resonance mass re-
gion while the P wave partial wav-e cross sections IL (1,1),
IU(1, 1), and IN(1, 1) all show the expected K' peak.
However, the position of the K* peak varies with the
dimeson helicity: it is at 897 MeV in IL (1,1) and at 887
MeV in IU(1, 1) and Iz(1, 1).

The solution combination (2,2) yields the S-wave cross
section Iz(2, 2} that shows a pronounced resonance struc-
ture at 887 MeV with a width of about 20 MeV. The P-
wave partial wave cross sections now have more complex
structures than they have in the solution combination
(1,1). Only Il (2, 2} shows a clear E resonance shape at
897 while IU(2, 2) dips at 997 MeV and I~(2, 2) shows a
broad structure beyond the X mass region. We notice
that only the two cross sections Is(2, 2) and II (2, 2) with
the dimeson helicity A, =O are large and show clear reso-
nant shapes at these values of t.
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It is tempting to reject the solution I„(1,1),
A =S,L, U, X on the basis of the negative values of
Is{1,1} in the K' mass region. In accepting only the
solution combination (2,2) we have two cross sections
Is(2, 2) and Il (2, 2) resonating at nearby masses of 887
and 897 MeV, respectively. Moreover, the relative
phases between the amplitudes S,L and S,L are approxi-

mately constant in the mass region of 870—900 MeV, as is
seen in Fig. 6. On this basis we propose that our ampli-
tude analysis indicates the possible existence of a scalar
state I=—,'0+(887} with a width of approximately 20
MeV.

In the context of this proposal it is important to note
that in our analysis the cross sections IU(2, 2) and
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-t = 0.2- 0.4 pp ~A++n is described by 16 amplitudes. AQM reduces
this number to 6 and relates these remaining amplitudes
to those in K+n —+K p at the same value of t. These re-
lations between amplitudes lead to relations between
SDM elements in the two reactions which include also
two inequalities [24]. The test of those relations requires
that certain SDM elements and other quantities in
K+n ~K+m p are known from the amplitude analysis
of this reaction. The data are close to the predicted
AQM equalities and satisfy a stringent cubic inequality.
The observed small deviations from the AQM equalities
may indicate nonadditive spin effects in hadron recom-
bination [24].
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I~(2, 2) do not have the expected uniform resonant shape
to be shared by all P-wave cross sections. It is in this
unexpected feature of the dimeson A, =+1 cross sections
IU and Iz that our results differ from the previous analy-
ses [27—29] which assumed a common resonant shape
for all P-wave partial-wave cross sections IL, IU, and Iz
in the KN~K~N reactions. This assumption is not well
supported by our analysis of Saclay data on a polarized
target. The use of this assumption in the past analyses
may have led to the suppression of resonant structure in
the S-wave cross section in the K* mass region. Howev-
er, we note that a narrow scalar state I=

—,'0+(890) with a
width around 10 MeV was possibly seen in previous mea-
surements of K p ~K m+p (Ref. [30]) and in the
analysis of K+n ~K+m p (Ref. [31]).

D. On the constituent structure of I=
2

0+(887) state

In this subsection we shall assume the existence of the
I= ,' 0+ (—887)state and discuss briefiy some possibilities
for its constituent structure.

In the usual quark model, meson resonances are qq
states. The mass M of a qq state increases with its angu-
lar momentum L as M=Mo(2n+L) where n is the de-
gree of radial excitation. The lowest mass scalar mesons
are Pp states with masses expected to be around and
above 1000 MeV. This suggests that the state
I= ,' 0+(887) —isunlikely to be a qq meson.

QCD introduces new gluonic degrees of freedom which
lead to possible new types of hadrons. The MIT bag
model [32] for four-quark states qqqq predicts a strange
scalar K with the mass around 900 MeV and a broad
width. However, models based on nonrelativistic poten-
tial seem to exclude qqqq states [33]. Other possibilities
based on QCD are monogluon and bigluon hybrid states

gqq and ggqq, and Km molecule states. Predictions for
strangeness-carrying hybrid scalar states are so far lack-
ing.

Another possibility for the structure of 0+(887) is
based on a generalization of the concept of the hyperpho-
ton. Several authors [32—41] discussed the possibility of
a hypercharge carrying photon y z and hypothesized its
relation to the fifth force [42—44], a new weak
intermediate-range force contributing to the macroscopic
gravitational force. Such a new particle could be ob-
served [42,43] in the decays K+~a +y r. —

In Fig. 10 we show the Qavor-conserving qqy coupling
and the Aavor-changing sdyz coupling with the hyper-
photon yz carrying the strangeness of s. The process

C. Test of additive quark model

We have published elsewhere [24] the results of apply-
ing our amplitude analysis in the binning (1.1) (t depen-
dence) to test the validity of the additive quark model
(AQM) on the level of amplitudes. The reactions
K+n ~K* p and pp~h++n are both exotic in the s
channel and exchange the same t-channel quantum num-
bers: ~—B and A&

—Z unnatural-parity exchanges and
A2 —

p natural-parity exchanges. In general, the reaction

FIG. 10. Quark diagrams for qq annihilation into photon and
gluon, and their generalization to hypercharge-carrying hyper-
photon and hypergluon.
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IV. SUMMARY

We have performed a model-independent amplitude
analysis of the reaction E+nt ~E+n p at 5.98 GeV/c
using the Saclay data in two sets of binnings (1.1) and
(1.2) to study the t dependence of pion production ampli-
tudes in the K mass region, and their dependence on a
dimeson mass below 1000 Me V with a fixed

t=0.2—0.4 (G—eV/c) . The data on polarized target
are best analyzed in terms of normalized nucleon
transversity amplitudes (NTA's). In our kinematic re-
gion we worked with two S-wave and six P-wave ampli-
tudes in both s- and t-channel dipion helicity frames.

Our analysis yields in each (m, t) bin two independent
solutions for the moduli and cosines of relative phases of
amplitudes in each of the two independent groups (3.1)
and (3.2) of amplitudes with opposite nucleon transversi-
ties. The two solutions are similar, with the largest
differences being in the S-wave moduli. In some (m, t)
bins we obtained unphysical complex moduli. In such
cases we presented their real parts. The occurrence of
unphysical values for moduli and cosines is very likely
due to the use of the unconstrained optimization of the

S

U

U

d

d

U

U

U

Quark diagram contributing to the reaction
K n~E+m p . The final dimeson state E+m is produced
through the formation of gluon g and hypergluon g&. At the
dimeson mass around 890 MeV a color neutral scalar hyper-
gluonium state gg& is formed decaying into E+m.

s ~d +y z would be responsible for the decay
K+~a++ y y.

In QCD, Lagrangian quark flavors are put in essential-

ly by hand, and gluons do not change quark flavors. In
Fig. 10 we show the usual qqg vertex and we introduce a
QCD analogue of the hyperphoton which may be called a
hypergluon gz. The hypergluon g~ is a bicolor gauge
field as is the gluon field but it changes the flavor of
strange quarks. In Fig. 10 we show d+s annihilation
into a hypergluon g~ with strangeness + 1.

In Fig. 11 we show a quark diagram in which the
K ~ state is produced by couplings guu and gzsd.
Since both g and gz carry color, they can form a new
hadron state ggz analogous to gluonium gg but one
which carries a hypercharge. We propose to consider the
possibility that the 0+(887) state is the lowest-mass hy-
pergluonium gg~. Since the hyper-gluonium carries no
charge, the state 0+(887) can be seen also in
K p ~K m+n but not in K+n —+K+n. n and
K p ~K m p reactions.

maximum-likelihood function in the data analysis and
somewhat low statistics in these (m, t) binds.

We presented a detailed description of the behavior of
amplitudes which show new and important features both
in their t dependence and m dependence.

The t dependence of both solutions in the binning (1.1)
shows contributions from nonzero nucleon helicity-
nonflip amplitudes with "A

&

—Z" exchange with phases
different from the phases of nucleon helicity-flip ampli-
tudes ("mB—" exchange). The large differences between
P-wave polarizations rL and rU in n+n

&
'~rr+n. p (Ref.

[22]) and in E+nt ~E+rr p (Fig. 2) indicate the pres-
ence of Z exchange with I =1 and J =2

A comparison of natural exchange amplitudes ~N~

and ~N~ in the two reactions also shows interesting
differences. While in both reactions ~N ~

increases with
t f—or t ~0—.5 (GeV/c), the amplitudes ~)V~ and ~Ã~

show a crossover at t =0—.45 (GeV/c ) in
~+n~m+m. p. In contrast, in K+n~K+m p the am-
plitude ~N) =0 while (N~ peaks at this value of t. These
differences can be accounted for by the p-exchange con-
tribution to the amplitudes ~E( and ~X~ in the
K+n ~K++ p reaction.

Elsewhere [24] we have used the results of our ampli-
tude analysis for the t-dependence of amplitudes in the
K' mass region to test additive quark model predictions
relating reactions K+n ~K' p and pp ~h++n. The
data are close to the predicted AQM equalities and satis-
fy a stringent cubic inequality [24]. Our tests provide the
first experimental confirmation of the AQM on the level
on amplitudes.

The mass dependence of moduli
~
A

~
X and

~
A

~
X,

A =S,L, U, N shows differences which reflect the impor-
tant role of nucleon spin in pion production process.
Within the mass range of the K* resonance, the t-
channel amplitude ~L ) X shows a peak while ~L) X has a
dip at 897 MeV. The structures of moduli within the
mass range of E* are r dependent (see Fig. 2 in Ref. [21])
and provide entirely new information on the dynamics of
K' production. We also note that the apparent position
of the E' resonance for t=0 2 0 4.(G—eV.c)~—is 897
MeV for ~L ~

X but is lower in value 887 MeV for
~ U~ X

and IUI'&.
The S-wave partial-wave cross section Is(1, 1) has neg-

ative values in the E* mass region while Is(2, 2) shows a
large resonantlike structure. If the solution Is(1, 1) can
be rejected for its negative values, then our amplitude
analysis suggests the possible existence of a new scalar
state I=—,

'0+ (887) with a width of approximately 20
MeV.

It appears unlikely that the I= ,' 0+(887) state is —a qq
resonance. The possibility that it is a four-quark state
qqqq or a hybrid state gqq is also not very convincing al-
though the MIT bag model predicts a qqqq state at this
mass. Our suggestion is to consider a generalization of
the idea of a flavor-changing hyperphoton y i and intro-
duce an analogous flavor-changing hypergluon gi, . Then
the I=—,

' 0+(887) resonance could be a hypergluonium
state ggi, .

To conclude, we have demonstrated that new and im-
portant information on hadron dynamics and the proper-
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ties of hadron resonances is provided by an amplitude
analysis of pion production in K+n~K+~ p. Our re-
sults warrant new efforts to reach the level of amplitudes
experimentally and with a high degree of precision in the
new generation of experiments with spin at the recently
proposed advanced hadron facilities [46—57].
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